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Abstract

Women, a name that embraces love respect and honor but unfortunately in the setup of our society it is not applicable as Islam is deliberately pulverized and entwined by socio cultural norms and personal beliefs. The aim of this study was to identify the common psycho-social perspectives among victims exposed such insults in relation with psychosocial correlates. A general survey based study was conducted and females with the age range of 18 to 50 years were interviewed on a predesigned questionnaire with analysis of variables like stress, type of abuse, age of victimization and painful memories. The results were calculated using SPSS VERSION 20. 50% of total respondents has reported Emotional abuse, 24% has reported sexual assault while 25% of them has reported domestic violence. There might be several reasons behind this ill practice in society from socio cultural barrier to mal practice of religious domains. These variables of abuse are not only the mere threats to psychological wellbeing of victims but also have an indirect effect on their prime roles in society as a suppressed entity. Studies have revealed that the causes of exploitation physical or mental from men to women are generally Obedience from the women, Outrage of frustration, Inferiority complex, Psychological disorder, Un-controllable sex desire & Superiority syndrome.
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Introduction

Women a name that embraces love respect and honor, but unfortunately in the setup of our society it is not applicable as Islam is deliberately pulverized and entwined by socio cultural norms and personal beliefs (Norman, R. E., et al, 2012). Verbal, emotional and physical abuse has now become the most common way to steal the privilege from a female with strong connection with her wellbeing. And a girl is not allowed to raise her voice against these nuisances. Most of these problems have an origin of our cultural perspectives and personal beliefs, where a girl is not allowed to raise her voice after getting distressed by such nuisance but to get suppressed or hide such complaints. Studies have revealed that the causes of abasements physical or mental from men to women are generally; Obedience from the women, Outrage of frustration, Inferiority complex, Psychological disorder, Un-controllable sex desire, Superiority syndrome. All these and many other factors like this counts a lot for the exploitation of women (Schumacher, J. A et al, 2001). These variables of abuse are not only the mere threats of psychological wellbeing of the victims but also have an indirect effect on their prime roles in the society as a suppressed entity. Trauma is basically an emotional or physical response of an individual in a particular situation which differs according to the individual’s behavior. Losing control on our physical or environmental strains might trigger the traumatic conditions. Most of the people respond differently to the traumatic condition
(Hogan et al., 2014). For instance; two sisters in similar conditions are confronting the trauma of their father’s death but responses of both the girls in this particular situation are different, one girl cried out loud on contrary to that other girl gets silent weirdly. As the mechanisms understood human body’s mechanism is designed in such a way that it deals differently with divergent situations of external and internal environment. In human’s Parasympathetic nervous system (PNS) and sympathetic nervous system (SNS) play a major role in adjusting the body systems. PNS controls conditions in rest and digest mode whereas SNS is responsible for inducing quick response towards stress. SNS has been observed in working with two different ways; the fast response by releasing catecholamine within seconds and a bit slower response by activating HPA-axis that releases glucocorticoids i.e. Cortisol (W. Miller et al., 2014). Traumatic stress may also influence the life consequences in an individual’s lifestyle. The continuous stimuli of stress can lead to sleeplessness (Chris Woolston et al., 2012). The reason behind this is the continuous stimulation of HPA-axis. Stress can also make a person to suffer from the loss of memory. This is because the unceasing stress stimulation may atrophy the hippocampus (Cheryl D. conard, 2008). Hippocampus is a part of limbic system and it is responsible for the conversion of STM (short term memory) into LTM (long term memory). So the individual with PTSDs may suffer from forgetfulness. The aim of this study was to identify the common psychosocial perspectives among victims exposed such insults in relation with psychosocial correlates.

**Methodology**

A Cross-sectional study was conducted with the adult males and females of age 18-50 years with

Exclusion Criteria of Individuals below the age 18 and Inclusion Criteria of Individuals who had ever suffered from a traumatic event. Subjects were interviewed through a pre-structured questionnaire after their permission via a consent form. This questionnaire enquired about the; Factors that influence severity of trauma, History behind trauma, how this event brought changes in individual’s life. Along with the questionnaire SSS (Sadaf Stress Scale) is also used to evaluate the intensity of trauma in the subject Results were analyzed by using excel and SPSS version 20.

**Results**

The results when observed for the types of abuses, the results of this study showed that 25% women were facing domestic violence, with 23.40% showed sexual abuse and 50% emotional abuse. The symptoms of emotional stress showed most of the women were observed to be agitated with 55% women were facing irritability, 52% with constant worrying and 47% with sense of loneliness. 46% women were having the consequences of memory loss and relationship conflicts with 44% faced sadness. The traumatic stress was observed with a raise in mental and physical discomfort with 55%, 53% avoided discussion, only 33% were having a feeling of disconnection with others, whereas, 38% women were having no expressions for emotions.
Figure 1.1: Type of Abuse

Figure 1.2: Symptoms of emotional stress

Figure 1.3: Symptoms of Traumatic Stress
Discussion
In the present study, we found that women are suffering from excessive stress with diverse causes as 50% of the female subjects found to be emotionally stressed out. About 24% were sexually abused with most of the females reported irritability, crying spells, sense of loneliness and depression as their symptoms of stress. Mostly they avoid discussing the traumatic event and they were afraid of reoccurrence of that event. All this may lead the victim to the edge of anxiety and may result in severe psychological issues. Both men and women are equally the victims of this type of abuse. Most of the victims were targeted by their very close ones. It is more frequently reported trauma by most of people across the world especially those areas where moral values are not followed. Current research studies showed that more 34-43% women reported emotional abuse during their childhood or adolescence. Females are not the only sufferers of emotional abuse males as well as children are also going through this insult. English, et al. 2008 found that both the parents were equally involved in verbal abuse towards their child. As stresses have a major impact on nervous system by altering and modulating its function and by creating excitotoxicity within the cells. Continuous exposure to stress or stressful ambiance can cause severe damage to memory and perception. Women were sexually abused by their closed relatives and psychologically it is believed that men are more emotionally stabled than women. So women can more easily get terrified and traumatized than men but as male usually tried to hide their grief from others and ultimately they just burst out of stress and most probably due to this reason in my survey males gave more severe results in case of traumatic stress than females is believed that women are more susceptible towards PTSDs than men. In early it was just a theory but afterwards it was proven by different scientists that it’s true. Researchers have studied and came up with these results that as females and males both suffer from different traumas but females suffer more from sexual or physical assault whereas males have trauma about accidents and injuries, as female suffers from more severe and prolonged trauma that is why they are more prone to develop PTSD than males. Relevant studies suggested that patients suffering from PTSDs have higher level of pituitary adenylate cyclase-activating polypeptide (Ressler, 2016), that is found to be basis of gender differences and how more females associated with traumatized states, further studies showed genetic relationship and the found that variation in gene associated with PACAP also respond to estrogen. So this variation can also best considered as a factor of difference in the parameter of gender.

Conclusion
These variables of abuse are not only the mere threats to psychological wellbeing of victims but also have an indirect effect on their prime roles in society as a suppressed entity. Our study highlighted the causes of mistreatment, trauma, distress, outrage of frustration, inferiority complex, psychological disorder, un-controllable sex desire & superiority syndrome. All these and all the related social constraints like cultural, religious and economic barriers the vulnerability of women to develop traumatic brains and distressed bodies.
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